Introduction
The gender income gap remains both a salient social problem and a puzzle to social scientists as it persists even though the number of women in college now exceeds that of men and egalitarian gender norms have been increasingly institutionalized in education and the labor market. In her recent study, Bobbitt-Zeher (2007) takes on the important task of identifying the contribution of educational factors relative to non-educational factors in the making of the gender income gap among the college-educated. Research on the motherhood penalty (Waldfogel 1997; Budig and England 2001; Gangl and Ziefle 2009) suggests that the strongly gendered effect of family formation accounts for a substantial part of the gender gap in pay. Bobbitt-Zeher, however, finds that "family formation has virtually no effect on the income gap" (Bobbitt-Zeher 2007:13) and hence ranks family formation among the very least important influences (Ibid.:14) . She arrives at this conclusion after an analysis with regression and decomposition methods. In this comment we argue that the neglect of interaction effects, her failure to recognize hours worked as an intervening variable and her decision to restrict the sample to persons in full-time employment invalidate this conclusion.
Our comment is organized as follows: First, we summarize Bobbitt-Zeher's argument regarding the hypothesized influence of family formation. Then, we describe how she aims to test the motherhood penalty hypothesis and the shortcomings of her approach.
We also delineate what we believe to be a more adequate use of her methods for the question at hand. We use similar data from the German HIS Graduate Panel (N=4147)
to illustrate how the analysis we propose leads to results at odds with Bobbitt-Zeher's:
Our results show that family formation is the most important factor to explain the gender income gap among college graduates and even outranks education. [ Table 1 about here ]
Nested Regressions
The results based on Models 1,2,3,4, 5a, and 6 closely replicate Bobbitt-Zeher's with our data (Table 1) The inclusion of the variable group work now increases percentage explained by only 18.4 percentage points. The value for education remains unchanged due to its position in the sequence of variable groups.
Decomposition
Second, Bobbitt-Zeher decomposes differences between women and men to identify the influence of educational factors relative to family formation and other factors.
Unfortunately, her decomposition analysis too neglects the gender-mediation in the process of family formation that her theoretical reasoning emphasizes. The so called
Blinder-Oaxaca-Decomposition allows for a decomposition of a group difference in wages or incomes into up to four components: membership, coefficients, endowments and an interaction between coefficients and endowments (Jones and Kelley 1984) .
The membership, coefficients and interaction components are often summarized into a single 'unexplained' or 'discriminatory' component. In the resulting two-fold decomposition the endowments component is usually referred to as the 'explained' or 'non-discriminatory' and the other components taken together as the 'unexplained' or 'discriminatory' component (Jones and Kelley 1984; Jann 2008 industry and college major. The figure is slightly less (€909.30 or 10.0%) when estimating the size of the intervention through hours worked more conservatively with a decomposition that is based on regressions without controls for hours worked (results not shown).
[ Table 2 about here ] 3 The attribution problem for intervening variables is not limited to family formation and work. Some part of the large endowments effect for occupation and industry are likely to be the direct consequence of horizontal gender segregation into different fields of study. I do not discuss these issues in more detail, to limit my discussion to the relative influence of family formation.
Sample Restriction
Above, I argued that the author's neglect of interaction effects in the model specification and the misattribution of hours worked as an intervening effect invalidate the author's conclusions concerning family formation. Furthermore, her analysis underestimates any such effects due to a restriction of the sample to persons in fullemployment. The issue is separate from those already discussed. As mentioned above, between motherhood and working hours is much weaker in the restricted sample than in the sample that includes part-time workers. Mothers work 3.1 hours per week shorter than fathers in the restricted sample but 11.2 hours shorter in the less restricted sample.
[Tables 3.1 and 3.2 about here]
As we expect, some of the findings regarding the relative influence of education and family formation are altered significantly when we apply the methods outlined above to the less restricted sample. In the series of nested regressions Percentage of Gap Explained increases by 26.3 percentage points between models 4 and 5b, which is more than by the inclusion of work related factors and only slightly less than by the inclusion of education related factors.
The decomposition results (Table 2) show the amount explained by the coefficient effect for family formation increasing to €1,224.3 or 10.6%. The full amount explained by family formation now is €2603.6 or 22.6%. 4 The estimate with the more conservative method is € 2444.71 or 21.2% of the income gap. Either way, when attribution is guided by theory and decisions concerning sample restriction taken accordingly, family formation proves to be the single most important influence in the analysis.
Conclusion
Bobbitt-Zeher (2007) was led to a premature conclusion because her analysis fell short in several respects. First, in the series of nested regressions, her model lacks interaction terms to account for the disparate effect that family formation has for women and men.
Second, in the decomposition analysis she fails to correctly attribute the coefficients effect of family formation because she applies a two-fold decomposition where a more detailed decomposition would have been needed. Third, she fails to recognize hours worked as a variable that intervenes between motherhood and income and thus fails to 
